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Artist’s Statement
My goal as an artist is to create paintings which explore the intersections of biology,
philosophy, aesthetics, and personal experience. I want to challenge the viewer to engage with
their own anatomy and physiology on a microscopic scale. I also aspire to communicate my
sense of awe and wonder at the structures and mechanisms of life on every scale, from the
cellular to the cosmic.
I am deeply interested in how physiological processes generate the human experience
—I became a neuroscience major because I was interested in the mechanisms of sensation
and perception. My love of histology—the study of the microscopic structure of biological
tissues—started during a teaching assistantship I had in high school, where in between
defrosting fetal pigs and washing glassware in the anatomy and physiology lab, I got to sit at
the microscope in the back of the classroom and look through the boxes and boxes of slides. I
was captured by the beauty of the forms of line and color, the organic patterns in these images,
and was also amazed to literally see the physical mechanisms which make life possible.
In my paintings, I depict these microscopic biological forms as symbols and narratives,
as well as pure aesthetic expressions. I relate my own experiences and opinions of sensations
such as touch to the colors and gestures which comprise the anatomical structures, which
themselves are intrinsically related to my corporeal experience. For a long while now, I have
sought an understanding of anatomy and physiology as a means of relating my experience to
my body, especially within the contexts of physical and mental illness. I am curious how these
intersecting systems of physiology and experience can generate spiritual and epistemic
insights, and hope to find a greater sense of meaning and compassion for myself and the world
around me.
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Introduction
My main goals in both the research and painting components of my thesis are to
articulate the intersections between biology, aesthetics, philosophy, and my personal
experience. My personal experience is rooted in my physiological experiences of sensation and
perception. I hope to better understand my sense of self, my thoughts and feelings, through
the lens of anatomy, physiology, and pathology, especially with regards to mental illness. The
study of anatomy and physiology leads me to the aesthetics of biology: the structures, forms,
and patterns which comprise the visual language of biological forms. From there, I am
interested in the tradition of visual arts as a means to represent and understand the natural
world. In addition to scientists who used visual art to record their observations of the biological
world, I am interested in artists who adopt the visual language of biology for expressive
purposes. My goal has been to create work which honors the biological world by representing
anatomy with accuracy and beauty. I would like to use this work to examine my personal sense
of being, my relationship to my physiology and how those forces shape my experience of being
embodied.

Background
I have been madly in love with both science and art for my entire life. My earliest
memories are of reading books about paleontology and astronomy, and I remember painting
and drawing from a very young age. My passion has always been learning about the natural
world and finding ways to communicate the things I learn to the people around me.
In high school, I decided that I would make science my career path, and I had the
immense privilege of getting to take an Anatomy & Physiology course my junior year. I fell in
love with two sections of the class: the first was histology, which is the study of the
microscopic structure of tissues, and the second was neuroscience. I enjoyed the way
knowledge was structured in this subject: the paradigms of structure and functions on every
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scale, from the chemical and cellular to the entire organism. I had the additional privilege of
getting to be a TA for that class my senior year, and in addition to learning some of the very
basics of setting up a bio lab, when I had free time, I was able to go back into the storage room
and look through boxes of old slides and photograph them through the microscope.
My next step was to translate these images I was gathering into my chosen medium,
embroidery. I began teaching myself embroidery the fall of my senior year in high school in
response to my catastrophic mental health crisis. I was struggling with wildly untreated
depression and anxiety—it got to the point where I was having several panic attacks a day,
dissociating the rest of the time, and felt deeply self-destructive. I was exhausted from being in
constant fight-or-flight mode and from the insane demands of schoolwork and college
applications. Embroidery served as a valuable respite for me—firstly, it acted as a form of
mindfulness, and secondly, the positive social feedback for my creative output helped boost
my self esteem. The deep focus that embroidery requires, where one’s attention is fixed on one
stitch at a time, gave me something to do with my hands and helped soothe my racing
thoughts. It was also thrilling to be making art completely diﬀerent from what anyone around
me was doing—I was excited about the way I was taking an ancient craft, with all its
associations as purely decorative “women’s work”, and using it to showcase unconventionally
beautiful views of the world of anatomy.
I committed to studying neuroscience, in part to better understand my own brain, but
mostly because it is such a broad field that is undergoing constant development and
innovation, and I figured that that would prevent me from ever getting bored with it. I saw art as
a hobby of mine, something to keep me sane while I struggled through introductory-level
chemistry classes. By the time I was a sophomore in college, however, I was well on my way
towards completing the core requirements of the studio arts major, and decided that I should
formalize my dedication to pursuing art about biology.
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Research and Influences
Scientist-Artists
I am very inspired by the tradition of scientists using drawing
as a means of communicating the findings revealed by microscope
studies of anatomy, especially before the advent of digital
photography. Most notable for this practice, perhaps, is early-20th
century neuroscience superstar Santiago Ramón y Cajal, whose ink
drawings of Golgi-stained neurons have received a great deal of
contemporary attention and praise. These drawings by Cajal helped
make the neuron doctrine—the principle that the brain is not one
continuous web, but rather a network of distinct units known as
neurons—concrete in both the scientific and the public eye1.
In addition to its significance in the history of neuroscience,
Cajal’s work is simply visually striking. I am drawn to his use of
meticulously detailed line work and the sense of order emerging from
chaos in fields of neurons and glia. When I am studying anatomy, like
Cajal, I find it very helpful to draw as a way to familiarize myself with
the structures I am trying to learn. I find it much easier to learn when I

SANTIAGO RAMÓN Y
CAJAL, A CUT NERVE
OUTSIDE THE SPINAL
CORD, 1913. COURTESY
OF CAJAL INSTITUTE
(CSIC), MADRID.

use kinetic and tactile processes, in addition to visual processes.
There’s a physicality to Cajal’s studies that resonates with me—you can see how the wavering
of his hand communicates the organic traces of neurons, points where the ink pools on the
page to communicate dendritic spines. Cajal’s meticulous stippling and repetitive lines create
intricate, detailed, and ultimately accurate pictures of brain cells. My absent-minded drawings,

Martinez-Conde, “Santiago Ramón y Cajal, the Young Artist Who Grew Up to Invent
Neuroscience”
1
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the doodles that line every surface I can take a pen to, mirror these qualities with repeating
shapes and organic forms.
Drawings from microscope studies have both tremendous aesthetic and scientific
value. Their artistic and scientific merits cannot be separated without completely sacrificing the
core essence of the drawings.

Biological Imagery
One of the projects that helped solidify my
academic commitment to studying the
intersections between biology and art was
an art history final reflecting on the Max
Ernst retrospective hosted by the MoMA in
Winter 2017. I was struck by Ernst’s use of
biological imagery. Beginning in 1920, Ernst
created strikingly surreal images by painting
over commercially available biology teaching
posters2. Ernst created convoluted and
sometimes disturbing narratives through the
combination of visceral details, such as the
SANTIAGO RAMÓN Y CAJAL, TUMOR CELLS
OF THE COVERING MEMBRANES OF THE
BRAIN, 1890. COURTESY OF CAJAL
INSTITUTE (CSIC), MADRID.

exposed organs of a horse in "Stratified
Rocks, Nature’s Gift of Gneiss Lava Iceland
Moss 2 kinds of lungwort 2 kinds of ruptures
of the perinaeum growths of the heart b) the

same thing in a well-polished little box somewhat more expensive” and the transformation of
brewers’ yeast cells into circus performers in his 1921 work “The Gramineous Bicycle
Garnished with Bells the Dappled Fire Damps and the Echinoderms Bending the Spine to Look
2

“Max Ernst. The Blind Swimmer (Nageur Aveugle). 1934 | MoMA.”
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for Caresses”. Ernst later integrated the visual
vocabulary he gleaned from these and other
similar works into his paintings. One that has
particularly resonated with me long after I
attended this exhibition is his 1934 oil painting
“The Blind Swimmer.” The Blind Swimmer seems
to directly reference the anatomy of plant tissues,
potentially a plant ovary. Its central figure is held
in place by incredibly precise vertical lines.
Ernst’s use of vibrant, luminous color and a
confrontational composition has definitely
influenced my paintings of cellular structures.
Moreover, his use of biologically-derived imagery
creates an abstract figure which powerfully

MAX ERNST, THE BLIND SWIMMER (NAGEUR
AVEUGLE), 1934. COURTESY OF THE
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YORK.

evokes a sense of tactility, focus, and according
to the MoMA gallery label, eroticism. I am compelled by how this painting simultaneously reads
as a depiction of plant tissue and as an abstract-surrealist work. The central figure looks flat—
like a section of tissue which appears two-dimensional on a glass slide. The lines which bend
around it, however, are shaded in a way which suggests depth, as if the central figure is sinking
into them. Both the visual and conceptual qualities of Ernst’s works which utilize biological
imagery are firmly cemented in my mind as a fantastic execution of bio-art.

Creativity and Mental Illness
My work has also been influenced by my research into the neuroscience of creativity,
the neuropsychiatry of mental illness, and the connections between the two. In Spring 2019, I
had the immense privilege of being able to study abroad through DIS Copenhagen, where I
took a core course on the neuroscience of creativity. Part of that course involved travel to the
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Museum Ovartaci in Aarhus, Denmark. The Museum Ovartaci is a former psychiatric hospital
named after its most famous inhabitant, the “outsider artist” who went by the name Ovartaci
(which roughly translates to “Chief Patient). 3 Ovartaci was diagnosed with schizophrenia and
subsequently hospitalized for the duration of their life in the early 1930s. Ovartaci was also
openly genderqueer, alternating between masculine and feminine social presentation, and
underwent genital reconstruction surgery to medically transition to female in the 50s. Despite
this, most of the current writing, especially that from the oﬃcial Museum Ovartaci, addresses
Ovartaci by their birth name and uses he/him pronouns throughout—perhaps as a way of
respecting Ovartaci’s preferences from the end of their life, or more likely, Ovartaci’s gender
and sexuality were seen as an eﬀect of schizophrenia, just as their artistic productivity is
consistently examined through the lens of their mental illness. The way Ovartaci was discussed
in the museum unsettled me, mostly because I too am queer and mentally ill. Even though
psychosis was a prominent force in Ovartaci’s life, and definitely shaped their artistic output,
the discussion of their work as a product of pathology eclipses any discussion of their work for
its artistic merits, visual qualities, and relationship to historical contexts. If an artist is mentally
ill, does that automatically override the artistic merits of their work? Mental illness is more
prominent in people in creative or artistic professions than the general population.4 The line,
however, between eccentricity and pathology, is socially constructed; there is no concrete
biological or psychological metric which determines whether an artist’s work is a product of
mental illness or “normal” creative psychology. In any event, it is important for the art world, the
world of psychologists and neuroscientists, and those of us who straddle those fields to
critically examine the way we discuss and treat the relationship between creativity and mental
illness. In my opinion, it is of paramount importance that these discussions treat all artists and
all people with compassion and respect, regardless of real or perceived neuro/psycho-

3

Lejsted, “The Art of Ovartaci.”

“Andreasen, “Creativity and Mental Illness”; Sussman, “Mental Illness and Creativity: A
Neurological View of the ‘Tortured Artist.’”
4
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pathology. Therefore, I am cautious with this aspect of my work, and I hope to present a more
nuanced discourse regarding the relationship between mental illness and artistic output.
Even within this complex social context, some neural phenotypes may have an inherent
advantage for creativity. Present literature in neuroscience and psychology definitely suggests
a correlation between mental illness and creative
aptitude, and theorizes that shared brain
networks are the basis for this relationship.
There is a strong statistical correlation between
schizophrenia, psychopathy, bipolar disorder,
and participation in creative fields.5 This may be
due to dysfunction in the prefrontal cortex, which
is engaged during creative tasks.6 Unfortunately,
the intensely multifactorial nature of studying
individuals who occupy the intersection between
creativity and mental illness, and the challenges
inherent in obtaining empirical data on both
creative output and neural function, has made
investigating this subject very diﬃcult, and there

YAYOI KUSAMA, RED NETS NO. 2.A.3.,
1960. COURTESY OF SOTHEBY’S, HONG
KONG.

are no definitive conclusions for a unifying neural
framework of creativity and mood disorders at this time.
Some artists take inspiration directly from their perceptual abnormalities. For example,
Yayoi Kusama’s installations featuring infinite arrays of polka dots stem directly from her visual
hallucinations.7 She has stated in interviews that the dizzying scope of her Infinity Net paintings

5

Runco and Richards, "Eminent Creativity, Everyday Creativity, and Health.”

Huang et al., “Evidence for a Left-over-Right Inhibitory Mechanism during Figural Creative
Thinking in Healthy Nonartists.”
6

7Lenz,

“Yayoi Kusama – Obsessed with Polka Dots.”
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are a result of dozens of hours of obsessive painting.8 The overwhelming experience one feels
when entering one of her installations is comparable to the anxiety Kusama faces during her
perceptual distortions. Kusama’s work is both a reaction to and a representation of her
perceptual experience as a neuroatypical individual.
Not all artists benefit directly from episodes of mental illness. American painter Georgia
O’Keeﬀe, for example, experienced many major depressive episodes over the course of her
lifetime, and these periods were marked by diminished artistic productivity 9. Critical reception
of her work caused her great anxiety, one instance of commercial failure even inducing her
hospitalization, which complicates the relationship between the periods of joy in her life and
her painting.10 O’Keeﬀe’s most accomplished works, paintings of the expansive beauty of the
American Southwest, come from times in which she was healthy and in a positive mental state,
the times she spent in solitude in nature.11
For me, visual arts are an important sensory stimulus. The act of scraping a pen into
paper, or using my entire arm to create a brushstroke, or making thousands of meticulous tiny
stitches over and over, scratches a psychological itch for me. The motion of drawing gives me
something to focus on besides the hordes of unwanted thoughts that plague me and channels
the shaking energy that fills my limbs. Telling stories through drawings and categorizing natural
histories of imaginary creatures gave me solace as a child. The mindfulness of embroidery—
the extreme focus and presence it demands as well as the tactile stimuli that accidentally
stabbing one’s fingertips with a needle provides—helped soothe me and give me something to
do with my hands after my nervous breakdown and suicide attempt in 2016. In college I started
painting and being able to channel my emotions into large fields of color provided me immense
satisfaction and a healthy outlet. Across time, drawing and painting have provided me with

8

Munroe, “Why Is Artist Yayoi Kusama Obsessed with Dots?”

9

Udall, “Georgia O’Keeﬀe and Emily Carr.”

10

ibid p. 20.
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solace from mental pain, an outlet to make that pain useful, and a way to communicate my
experience to others. I cannot function without being able to make art. In many ways, it is half
of my life; a world that I can enter to escape from the other world. Making art is like breathing
deeply: it soothes and sustains me.
Within the last several years, I have noticed several ways in which my neuroatypicality
has shaped my art. Firstly is the use of repetitive patterns and the obsessive production of
organic forms. I often start drawing these without conscious awareness. The obsessive
qualities of these drawings reflect an attempt at an outlet for anxious energy through
compulsive behaviors. As a small child, I exhibited compulsive hand-washing in an attempt to
follow perceived guidelines. As a young adolescent, I compulsively apologized in every
sentence to try and alleviate my constant feelings of
guilt and shame. As a teenager, I engaged in
compulsive, repetitive self-harm. I believe that the
repetitive patterns found in some of my paintings
and the fact that I am willing to draw the same
subject over and over and over is a more positive
manifestation of obsessive behavior.
Secondly is my choice to paint parts of the
body which directly relate to my understanding of
how my physiology creates my subjective
experience. For example, I chose to paint Pacinian
corpuscles, which are sensory receptors in the skin

MEG SMITH, PACINIAN CORPUSCLES, 2021.
COURTESY OF THE ARTIST.

responsible for the sensation of deep touch or
pressure12 , because when someone touches me, I feel the imprint of their touch long after they
withdraw their hand. Depending on the situation, this can either be pleasurable or quite
unpleasant. In my painting of Pacinian corpuscles, I chose to illustrate both the mechanism of

12

Anthony L. Mescher, Junqueira’s Basic Histology Text & Atlas, p. 383.
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their function (they are mechanoreceptors, which means that they send a signal when their
structure is deformed by pressure) and my experience with their eﬀect on me, by showing two
corpuscles pressing intensely against each other, with repetitive lines around them showing the
radiation of their eﬀect through my tissues and the connective tissue which surrounds them.

Methods—Studio Process
Once I have identified the subject matter for a new painting, I look up images of that
tissue in the online histology guide13 and in Junqueira’s Basic Histology Text & Atlas14 . I play
around with scale and cropping of those images until I settle upon a satisfactory composition.
Color is crucial to my process and evolves from a combination of the values present in
the original reference image and from the emotional and thematic elements of the work. My
process for choosing colors is, in this regard, a combination of direct reference to the
technicolor stains used in histology and an abstract-expressionist approach.
I usually sketch the composition out with paint after priming the entire canvas with a
single color. From there, I block out the main large fields of color in the composition before
working in the finer details. One method which I have to be particularly eﬀective (and fun) for
conveying details such as cell membranes has been to draw lines with the paint over a flat or
softly blended color field, much in the manner done by my influences Deborah Buck and Terry
Winters. Occasionally, the accumulations of interlocking circles (signifying aggregations of
cells) begin to resemble Yayoi Kusama’s Infinity Nets15 .

13

Robert L. Sorenson and T. Clark Brelje, “Histology Guide - Virtual Microscopy Laboratory.”

14

Anthony L. Mescher, Junqueira’s Basic Histology Text & Atlas.
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“Hypnotic and Alluring.”
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MEG SMITH, LIPOMA SERIES, 2021. TOP ROW: LURKING; RUPTURE. BOTTOM ROW: ABCESS; SCAR TISSUE.
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The Lipoma Series
In order to illustrate “proof of concept” for my process, and the potential for biological
imagery as a powerful storytelling tool, I will now discuss the series of four paintings which
chronicle my experience with my lipoma.
A lipoma is a benign tumor made of fat cells16. I had a sizable one on my lower back,
and it caused me pain because of how it pressed into my dorsal muscles. In January 2021, I
chose to have it surgically removed. The operation went well until I developed a post-surgical
staph infection, and I needed a second surgery to remove the abscess which formed. This left
me with an open wound, about four inches wide and six inches deep, which had to be filled
with literal yards of gauze every day, in a very humiliating and traumatic process which
prevented me from returning to school or living my life normally. In order to help process this
experience, I decided to create a series of four paintings depicting the process of my injury and
recovery: first, the lipoma lurking beneath the surface, second, the surgical rupture of tissue to
excise the lipoma, third, the pus-filled abscess, and fourth, the knot of scar tissue left behind
by the wound.
If I had had more notice about the second operation, I would have asked my surgeon to
cut a cross section of my back tissue so that I could have it mounted as a Masson’s trichromestained microscope slide. Unfortunately, he was not willing to compromise on the policy
regarding the proper disposal of medical waste, even if it were for a really cool artistic purpose.
In any event, creating these paintings was a way for me to process this traumatic
experience into a narrative form. The second painting, especially, was extremely gestural and
cathartic, and it served as an acknowledgement of the violence which had been done to my
body. I am pleased with how I was able to construct a visual narrative which is both
physiologically accurate and emotionally telling.

16
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MEG SMITH, SECONDARY OVARIAN
FOLLICLE, 2021.

SECONDARY OVARIAN FOLLICLE, SCREENCAP
FROM VIRTUAL MICROSCOPY LABORATORY

Other Paintings
I chose to paint ovarian follicles because reproductive organs are emotionally. socially,
and politically loaded content. While my analysis of how these paintings articulate my complex
feelings towards reproduction, sexuality, and how hormones impact my life is not yet fully
complete, they are very aesthetically compelling as visual compositional structures. The
intensity of the concentric layers of cells and the striking focal point of the ovum creates a very
powerful image. I have included an image from the Virtual Microscopy Laboratory which I used
as a reference image to help elucidate how I translate the subject into my painting language.
My goal is to be loyal to the anatomy of my subject, while taking liberties with the color and the
textures of the image.
Another medical challenge which I dealt with this semester was contracting COVID. I
chose to make lemonade out of proverbial lemons, and like my lipoma, use my illness as
inspiration for my work. Unlike the lipoma paintings, I chose to depict healthy lung tissue,
partially because histology of COVID-damaged lungs is not yet widely available. Instead of
painting individual cells, I chose to focus more broadly on swaths of tissue and patterns within
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MEG SMITH, MORE OVARIAN FOLLICLES, 2021.

MEG SMITH, PRIMARY BRONCHUS, 2021.
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the overall sample, which is taken from the primary bronchus of a healthy adult lung. I am
pleased with the overall composition and I truly enjoy the richness of the colors and the result
of the layering techniques I used to paint the blue aggregations of alveoli.

Conclusions and Future Directions
The studio process which I have established has become streamlined and I hope to
continue working with its methods. I can now identify an anatomical subject matter based
upon a relevant sensory or physiological experience, and then use my aesthetic presentation of
that subject to provide a relevant commentary on that phenomenon. One future direction which
I wish to pursue is to do a series of paintings of reproductive organs and tissues which
comment upon my opinions and experiences of sexuality and reproduction in both a personal
and political context.

I strongly believe in the power of painting as a medium for expression, communication,
and education. I also believe that the future of scientific and artistic advancement requires
communication between and across disciplines, and that harsh delineation between epistemic
processes only hinders progress. In the future, I hope to use visual arts as a method for
interpreting my own experience with my physiology and as a tool for sharing knowledge and
appreciation of biology with other people.
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